RAMAGYA SCHOOL, NOIDA
III / ENGLISH / 2018 – 19
OLYMPIAD PRACTICE WORKSHEEET
Direction (Q. No. 1 to 5) : Choose the correct adjective and fill in the blank.
1. Sunita is very __________ and she has _______________ handwriting.
(A) sleeping (B)beautiful (C) dancing (D) wonderful
2. I study in one of the_____________ schools of Noida.
(A) dim (B) small (C) best (D) dark
3. Bob is _____________ to buy a new puppy.
(A) sad (B)dark (C)eager (D) handsome
4. Ravi and Rita are ________ friends.
(A) curious (B) best (C) unhappy (D) small
5. My grandmother says that I am a__________boy .
(A) jump (B) dance (C)eat (D) good
Direction (Q. No. 6 to 8) Choose the most appropriate tense and fill in the blanks:
6. She is_______________
(A) danced (B) sleeping (C) slept (D) ate
7. Sita _____________ very beautifully.
(A) slept (B)sings (C)sing (D) none of the above
8. I _____________very well.
(A) dances (B)jumps (C)dance (D)none of the above

Direction (Q. No. 9-12): Complete each sentence with a suitable subject or predicate.
9. ____________ likes to dance.
(A) sleep (B) dislike (C) she (D) none of these
10. The red dragon kite________________
(A) misbehaved with Zippy (B)appreciated Zippy (C) danced with Zippy (D) fly with Zippy
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11.The butterfly ___________________.
(A) dance (B) sits on a pretty flower (C) Swings on the tree (D) none of these
12. The __________ teaches the children.
(A)doctor (B) engineer ( C) teacher (D) plumber
Direction (Q.No. 13-16): Choose the correct the verbs.
13. My teacher gave me a book.
(A) gave (B) teacher(C) book (D) librarian
14. Mr Gupta washes his car every Sunday.
(A) Mr Gupta (B) washes (C) Sunday (D) none of the above
15.The blender mixes the ingredients.
(A) the blender (B) the ingredients (C) mixes (D) all the above
16. Sheena dances well
(A) sheena (B) well (C) dance (D) all the above
Direction (Q.No. 17-20):Complete the story by choosing the most suitable verb given in the
brackets.
17.A lion was__________ in a forest. ( A) lonely (B) sleeping (C) alone (D) one
18..A mouse started _____________on it. . (A) playing (B) beautiful (C) yesterday (D)
tomorrow
19.The lion was __________. (A) arose (B) have (C) disturbed (D) was
20. It caught up the mouse angrily and tried to ________it to death.
(A) fly (B) crush (C) bring (D) caught
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